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TAL IM

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (NMS) has completed thirteen years
successfully with the cooperation of rts active members, and

continuous support of the Association of Overseas Technical
Scholarship (AOTS), Japan and numerous well-wishers. NAAS
looks forward to continue this spirit wilh added enthusiasm,
dedication and commitment to excel in its future endeavor.
The highlight of the past year has been the visit of Mr Shuji Ogawa,
Presidenl of AOTS, Japan to Kathmandu to attend the inaugural
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.

l2th Annual General Meeting of NAAS
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Activities of Nepal AOTS

great privilege to welcome the AOTS

President to the NAAS center. His words of inspiration and

.

acknowledgement of our effods have boosted highly motivated us
to move foMard with more vigour

.

NAAS has been slowly recovering from the bad phase it went
through the past three to four years. Activities and perfomances
have inseased compared to last year. About 20 people were
trained in Japan under AOTS and CICC programs in various areas
ofmanagementand lT;two in Bangladesh underWNF;and about
100 within Nepal under the OTP and NAAS training in Japanese

management and lT undet JASMAN and NACTC respectively.
We have.abo had a series of in-house presentations by NMS
members who have shared their knowledge and experience on
specific management areas with other interested members,
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NAAS Report

function of the AOTS Overseas Training Program on "Design and
Management of lnfrastructure Using Information Technology" in
February 2003- ltwas indeed

l3

23

Computer Training Center
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21

S in Nepal

Binod M. Raibhandari

Departing from previous praclice, the 6th Conventron of AOTS
Alumni Societies was held in Colombo, Sri Lanka in October Ms.
Amira Dali, President of NAAS led a delegation to the three-day
convention. lt was a privilege for NMS to be selected from the
SAFMS group to share the experience in the Society's progress
during the convention. lt has been satisfying to note that the
progrcss made by NMS had been highly appreciated. NAAS is
among the mostactive alumni societies. Prof. Dinesh Chapagain,
Advisor and past Presidenl of NAAS presented a paper titled
-Scripting
on Clean Board" in the 7th Annual Quality Convention

.

Strategic Management : Plaruing Process

for Success

21

Manoj Bhdtterai

.

Visual Motivation

:

3l

A Concept ofJapanese Style Management

-

.

Kishore B. Mttthema

lnfornation Technology of Nepal

33

Vvek S. Rana

at Dhaka, Bangladesh in November. Likewise, l\'lr. Binod
Rajbhandari, Treasurer of NAAS presented a paper titled "Status
of 5-S in Nepal" in the Intemalional Convention on 5-S held in
Colombo at the time of AOTS Convention in October.

Experience

.
.

This publication is a result of the cooperalion of all NAAS friends

My Experience in

37

Japan

Quality Management in Phamaceutical Industrf

38

who have contributed write-ups, advertisers and well wishers,
and, not to forget, the untiring effort ofthe publication committee.
We hope you lind the contents o{this issue interesting and useful.
Happy reading
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Cover page
Capturing the momenl/ NAAS executive committee members and
advisors with Mr Shuii Ogawa, President, Association for Overseas
Technical Scholarship, Japan. The photograph was takel at the

NAAS center on 7th February 2003. The President visited
Kathmandu to address the august gathering at the opening function
of dre Nepal-Japan Training Program on 'Design imd Management

of Infrastructure Using bfomation Technology".
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President's Message

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (I.{AAS) has become thirteen years old now, so
NAAS is celebrating its 13th bfuthday this year.

As a result of our concerted effort to give "continuitS/" to our activities, this
3th volume of TALM is in your hands at the moment. Each volume of TALM
has become the mirror of our activities. The issues of TALIM are the inscriptions
of our steady progress.
1

We passed through the amalgamation of changes and improvements in the last
13 years and arrived at the "present" with many assignments and challenges

awaiting us. From now on, we need to revitalize our Society by recharging
ourselves with new enthusiasm and moving ahead towards our collective vision.
Let us now think what small things we can do for the Society and for the
human resources development of our nation. Even a small cooperation and
contribution from the members will boost the strength of the Society to give
"continuity" to our activities in a broader and more intensive manner.
The quality of unity and teamwork that we possess are our strengths for our
progress. Let us keep the spirit on.

0'bl
Amira Dali
President
Nepal AOTS Alumni Society

July - 2003
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Vision 2000 has put the focus on the development of human resources in two specific areas : Quality and Information
Technology. This is done through two centers : the Nepal AOTS Computer Training Centre (NACTC) and the Nepal
AOTS Japanese Style Management Training Centre (JASMAN).
AOTS was estabLshed in Japan in 1959 u irlr $e )uppon olJapan's l\4ini\try of F-conomy. Trade and Indusrr-y {METI) and
its main objective is to promote technical cooperation between Japim and the developing countries for the industrialization
and development of developing countries and enhturcing mutual and friendly relationships between those countries rnd
Japan. For this purpose, AOTS has been supporting various educational and training activities of alumni association like
NAAS. To date, AOTS has trained approximately 79,000 persons in Japan from 150 countries and regions. The activities

of AOTS are financed by Japanese govemment subsidy, company contributions, and other sources.

Nepal AOTS Alumni Society
fet

PO. Box: 20994, Koteshwor, Kathmandu, Nepal.
4478467, 4476561 (YTG), 5521 295 F ax: 977 -1 -5525417
E-mail: naasytg @ mail.com.np, URL: www.naas.org.np

List of NAAS Sub-committees
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The World Network of Friendship (l[T.lF) was formed with the consensus of all AOTS Alumni Societies during 5'h
Convention of AOTS Alumni Srrcieties held in Aichi, Japan, in September 1997 with an initial fund raised tl.rough
different sources commenced by a personal contribution of 5,000,000 Yen by retiring AOTS President Mr. Nagaaki
Yamamoto. Eadier to the formation of WNF, there was Inter Alunni Society Resource Exchange Program. However,
the basic guidelines were drawn in the second steering commitlee meeting held at Dhaka, Bangladesh in November
1998, which was revised by rhe WNF management committee at the third meeting held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on
December ll'h.2001.
WNF'S mission statement is "The creation of a better wodd through the ties of friendship and the individuals as well
as collective endeavor of our members". To implement this mission, WNF seeks to empower individuals and
organizations in developing countries who are committed to the social and economic development of their own
communities, based upon a belief in se.lf help and equal-partnership, through human resources d.evelopment,
exchanging information and leaming from each other's experiences.
The tndermentioned chart provides a glimpse of the WNF program where Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) is
involved. NAAS is also trying lo tap suitable host companies to offer training to the participants of regional alumni
societies during 2003 and 2004 in the areas of their interest.

With this entire endeavor WNF program can be beneficial to the countries in the region and will certainly be an effort
ro attain the aim stated in the WNF resolution.

r

u

to

Nepal A0TS Afurnni So€iety (NAAS)
on tlie occasion oJ tfie

Btft Annuaf Generaf Meeting

MPAL CONSUn P) LTD.
CONSULTING ENGINEERING & ARCHITECTS (ESTD.

1974)

Gushingal, Kupandol, Lalitpur - 1, Nepal
Mailing Address : c.PO. Box No. 492, Kathmandu, Nepal
Telephone No.5524379 & 5536827, Fax No. : c977-1-5536A24
E-mail ; nc@wlink.com.np, URL : http;//w,rvw.nepalconsult.corn.np
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12th Annual General Meeting
of Nepal AOTS Alumni Society
NAAS held its 12th AGM on 27 July 2002 at Hotel
Himalaya, Lalitpur. The AGM also elected a new
NAAS Executive Committee headed by Ms. Amira
Dali as the President. The general meeting was
followed by a gala dinner. His Excellency Mr. Zenji
Kaminaga, Ambassador of Japan to Nepal was the
distinguished guest of honour during the dinner
attended by NAAS members, representatives of
institutions supporting the society, and other guests.

6th Convention of AOTS
Alumni Societies
Adelegation ofNAAS comprising of Ms Amira Dali,
President, Mr. Purushottam Manandhar, Advisor, and
Mr. Binod Man Rajbhandari, Treasurer attended the
6th Convention ofAOTS Alumni Societies held at
Colombo, Sri Lanka on 28-30 October 2002. NAAS
was selected among the SAIAAS alumni societies to
make a brief presentation on the activities and
development of NAAS.

lnternational Convention on
5-S in Sri Lanka
Mr. Binod Man Rajbhandari, Treasurer and WNF
Program Coordinator ofNAAS travelled to Sri Lanka
to attend the 5-S Convention organized by JASTECA
in Colombo on 28-30 October 2002 during which he
also presented apapertitled "Status of5-S in Nepal".

Mr. Rajbhandari later made a presentation of the
same paper for the benefit ofNAAS members during
the bo-nen-kai party of NAAS in December

July - 2003
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7th Annual Quality
Convention of Bangladesh
Prof. Dinesh Chapagain, Dean of Kathmandu
University School ofEngineering

as well asAdvisor
and ex-President of NAAS participated as a
reesource person in the 7th Annual Quality
Convention organized by Bangladesh Society for
Total Quality Management (BSTQM) on l-2

November2002 at Dhaka, Bangladesh. He presented
a paper titled "Scripting on Clean Board" during the
convention.

Visit of METI, Japan's
Representative
Mr. Makoto Kanazawa, Section Chief for South
East Asia, Asia Pacific Division, Intemational
Trade Policy Bureau, Ministry of Economy

Trade and Industry (METI), Japan visited

NAAS on 8 November 2002 on a
familiarization mission to enhance
coordination between METI, AOTS andAOTS
alumni societies. Dr. AKMM Hussain, General
Manager,AOTS Dhaka Offrce was also present
during Mr. Kanazawa's meeting with NAAS.

ln-house presentation by
BNTP Trainees
On 22 November 2002, two NAAS members, Mr.
Kishore Bhakta Mathema and Mr. Bishnu Das

Dangol, participants of the Top Management
Program under the Bangladesh Nepal Training
Program (BNTP), gave a presentation at the NAAS
Centerenlightening the audience on various aspects
of Japanese management that the two presenters
learned during their participation in the BNTP
program at AOTS, Japan.
Talim - 10
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Bo-nen-kai party
NAAS celebrated its annual year-end party on 27
December 2002 at the Kathmandu Revolving Restaurant
in the heart of the capital. For the first time this year, NAAS
organized, a lucky draw for door prizes during the party.
Almost 70 members including their family and two guests
from the Embassy ofJapan, enjoyed the bo-nen-kai party
in the backdrop oflively classical music played by a live
band. The party was preceded by a talk on "Status of 5-S
in Nepal" delivered by Mr. Binod M. Rajbhandari.

Launching of NAAS website
NAAS has launched its own website that consists
of background on NAAS, information related to
its activities, profile of its members, TALIM
issues etc. The website can also be used to link
up with the sites ofAOTS, CICC and the Embassy
of Japan in Nepal. The website was formally
launched during the annual year end party
(Bo-nen-kai) ofNAAS on 27th December 2002.
Please visit nmrr. naas.org.np

Visit

of

President of MEIKEN Consultants Co., Japan

Mr. Kazuo Miyata, President, Meiken Consultants Co. and Mr. Nobuo Ishii, Deputy General Manager of Research
& Development Division of the company visited NAAS on 21 January 2003 to interact with NAAS and to
facilitate the implementation ofAOTS-MEIKEN naining program on "Design and Management of Infrastructure
Using IT" to be held one month later in Kathmandu. It was also a goodwill visit of Mr. Miyata.

Talk Program by
Prof. Dinesh Chapagain
Prof. Dinesh Chapagain, Advisor and ex-President of
NAAS gave a very interesting presentation on the subject
of developing quality consciousness with an early start
titled "Scripting on Clean Board" amidst a keen gathering
of NAAS members on 31 January 2003 at NAAS. This
was the paper Prof. Chapagain presented as a resource
person during the 7th Annual Quality Convention at
Dhaka in November 2002.
July - 2003
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Visit of AOTS President to
NAAS
It was a great privilege for NAAS to welcome
Mr. Shuji Ogawa, President, AOTS, Japan
who visited the NAAS center on 7 February
2003. Mr. Ogawa along with Mr. Yoshitaro
Nagoya from AOTS, Japan and Dr. AKMM
Hussain, General Manager, AOTS Dhaka
Office visited Nepal to initiate the NepalJapan training program on "Design. and
Management of Infrastructure using IT" held
in Kathmandu. On the occasion, the President
had a brief meeting with the executive
committee of NAAS.

Training Program on "Design
and Management of
Infrastructure using lT"

S[lry-,,l;iu;u"

Lto"n

i;on*ti*''

Nepal-Japan Training Program on "Design and
Management of Infrastructure using IT" was held
on 6-12 February 2003 at Hotel Soaltee Croune
Plaza, Kathmandu. Altogether 40 Nepalese with
GIS background participated in the program which

was organized by AOTS in cooperation with
Meiken Consultants Co., Japan, Meiken Digital
Technology System . Ltd., Nepal, Federation of
Nepalese Chambers of Commerce and Industry
and NAAS. The then Honorable Minister for
Information and Communication Mr. Ramesh Nath
Pandey inaugurated the program amidst a function
anended by a number of other dignilaries.

NE|TTraining on lT
of follow-up of the initiative announced by former Prime Minister of Japan, Mr. yoshiro
promoting
Mori in
the IT sector in Nepal, AOTS Japan held a t$r'o-week IT course for Nepalese
entrepreneurs (NEIT) in Japan in association with Federation ofNepalese Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FNCCI). Altogether 28 Nepalese entrepreneurs and computer professions participated
in the program held on 5-18 March 2003. Some ofthe ex-trainees of this program have become
As

a part

NAAS members.

Talim - 12
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NAAS-AOTS Agreement
Mr. Shuji Ogawa, President, AOTS Japan
and Ms. Amira Dali, President, NAAS
exchanged the Agreement on the Work in
Connection With Recruitment and
Recommendation ofParticipants and Other

Works Related to AOTS Management
Training Courses in Japan on 7 February
2003 during his visit to NAAS.

BNTP Training in

Japan
Ten Nepalese

entrepreneurs

including two ladies attended the
top management semin a r for
Bangladesh and Nepal, Bangladesh
Nepal Training Program (BNTP) at

Yokohama Kenshu Centre (YKC)
tuom 14-23 May 2003.

Training on Total Quality
Management (TOM)
NAAS and Nepal

Pharmaceutical
jointly
Association
held a two-day training
program on Total Quality Management at
Yamamoto Talim Ghar, NAAS on 24-25
May 2003. Altogether 23 parlicipants from
Nepalese pharmaceutical industry keenly
attended the program conducted by NAAS
in-house resource persons.

July - 2003
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Deurali-Janta Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd

Deurali-Janta is the first Nepali
Pharmaceutical Company to implement
Environmental Management System (BMS)

The Pride Enterprise of Nepal

Talim
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6th Convention of AOTS Alumni Societies
(28-30 October 2002, Colombo, Sri Lanka)

lntroductlon
Nepal AOTS Alumni Society (NAAS) is a nongovemment organization of the ex-trainees of AOTS
Japan. NAAS was ofEcially established in 1991 with
the objective of human resources development in
management and technical fields in Nepal through
various activities in line with its parent organization,
AOTS Japan. So far, 276 Nepalese have already received
training in AOTS Japan and more than 2000 in Nepal
itself NAAS has its own training center in Kathmandu.
NAAS Vision 2000 has put the focus on the development
of human resources in two specific areas: Quality and

Information Technology. This is done through two
centers: The Nepal AOTS Computer Training Center
(NACTC) and the Nepal AOTS Japanese Style
Management Training Center (JASMAN).

Background
NAAS started its journey in 1986 with a humble
beginning. It began in 1966, when first trainee to AOTS
from Nepal, Mr. Purusottam Manandhar went to Japan.
In between 1966 to 1986, during the span of 20 years,
49 Nepalese people were trained in various sectors. And
in February 1986, the first meeting held in Kathmandu
in presence ofAOTS representative from Japan had 23
ex-tiainees present. Although NAAS was officially
registered with His Majesty's Government of Nepal in
1991 only, it had already started its work in Human
Resource Development (HRD) programs in accordance

with AOTS Japan prior to its official existence.

Nagaaki Yamamoto. This training center has computer
training hall, a general-purpose training hall, office space,
an executive office and a small library and has facilitated
various training programs and lechrres, computer classes
that helped NAAS to build its base for achieving its goal.

2. HRD activities
With the common motto of "Progress through Human
Resource Developmenf ', NAAS cooperates, implements
and organizes programs or skill and knowledge
upgradation of Nepalese people broadly in three
categories:

a) Training in

Japan.

b) Training in other countries : Mostly

c)

under WNF

Training within Nepal:

i.

Training by experts from Japan under programs
such as Overseas Lecturing Tour (OLT) and
Overseas Training (OTP) Program.

ii. Training by Nepalese

experts under Domestic
Lecturing Tour (DLT) program.

Total of 259 in Japan and 2425 in Nepal have been
trained in various sectors. Detailed breakdown is given
in annex I.

3. NAAS Vision
Pursuing the motto of "Progress through Human
Resources Development", NAAS drafted its vision and
strategy to contend with future challenges and to benefit

from globalization.

Achievements of past 12 years
1. Construction of Training Center
One ofthe biggest achievements of NAAS towards selfsustenance was construction ofown training center named
Yamamoto Talim Ghar (YTG). This training center with

an area of 280-sq. m. was completed in 1995 to be
inaugurated during the 40' SAFFAS convention by Mr.
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Vision : Nepalese society enriched with knowledge of
Quality and Information Technology.
Objective : Developing human resources of Nepal in
two specific areas:

a) Quality
b) Information Technology
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Through awareness building activities, training,
workshops, seminars within Nepal and sending
participants in other countries including Japan for
such programs.

Strategy : Establishment oftwo separate and sustainable
institutions:

a) Japanese Style Management Training Center
(JASMAN)

b) Nepal AOTS Computer Training Center (NACTC)
Although two separate wings of NAAS, JASMAN and
NACTC were established in 1999 and formalized in the
year 2000, work under the separate wings inside NAAS
had already begun prior to their establishment, begiruring
in 1996. This gave an opportunity to NAAS to exercise its
work on self-sustenance and viability. So far the result
has been better than overall expectations

ofthe members

ofthe society. The reason for this achievement is outlines
below.

Sustainable Management
The factors that played the crucial role on sustainability
of NAAS in the last 12 years are:

1. Team work and Unity

NAAS since its inception has always believed in
teamwork and unity. Most of the time the work is divided
among the ex-trainees and the members who work on
voluntary basis. These tlpes of work are carried out by
the committees or sub committees headed by executive
members or active members. The cornmittees are
responsible for all tasks given to them and reports to the

executive committee. Overhead cost is minimized
through use of volunteers.

2. Regular Programs
NAAS conducted total of 11 different types programs
in Nepal in the span of 12 years. Please see Annex II
for the details. All programs (2425 parlicipants)
contributed in making NAAS an organization that can
stand on its own feet. The business groups and extrainees sponsored the programs that were conducted
in Nepal. The amount saved was used for the daily
expenses as well as the percent received from OTP
were used for the same purpose. A1l programs are
Talim
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either conducted through JASMAN or NACTC.
NACTC's programs that have tained 612 students
have generated funds for the Society as well. All
students who come to NACTC for computer and IT
training pay for their regular classes.

3. Fund Raiser
NAAS has been registered as a non governmental
organization (NGO) or non profit organization (NPO)
with His Majesty's Govemment ofNepal, so fund raising
for the purpose of sustenance is accepted in normal
situation. Fund raising is done through the following
means:

a) TALIM (Annual publication): TALIM meaning
training in Nepalese is an annual publication of the
society. This publication provides insights on the
work that NAAS does in a whole year. It includes
technical & management papers as well as
experiences garnered by the trainees in various

AOTS training. Since the beginning, TALIM
publication has always been sponsored by the
industries/ groups ofpeople or individuals as their

to the society. Besides the
advertisement spaee sold in the magazine gives
NAAS adequate funds as well.
contribution

b) Fund raising parties: NAAS conducts regular
fund raising parties in a year. A typical example is
Bo-nen-kai or end ofthe year party. It has got a special

meaning where most of the active members, their
spouse/ family member gather to celebrate the work
done throughout the year. Again this type of party is

done through contribution from each members for
dinner as well as corporate sponsors to match the
amount raised from the members. This type of party
is popular and successful and at the same time raises
the funds needed.

c) Support from the Embassy of Japan (EOO and
Center of the International Cooperation for
Computerization (CICC): In the past, support from
EOJ in the form or Grassroots Grant Project (GGP)
has been received by NAAS. Such aid has been used
in institution infrastructure development project.
Likewise similar type ofgrant has been continuousiy
received from CICC on IT sector for NACTC
administered programs. Both programs supplement
and generate funds as we1l.
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4. Key roles played by the members (Volunteers
working towards development of the smiety)
In spite of hurdles and limited resources, NAAS is in the
present position where no members thought where it
would be 12 years ago. Why and how? The key clue to
this achievement has been the aclnowledgement made
by individual members on deficiency ofresources. The
driving force behind the institutional development has
been the zeal of individual memben dedicated to uplift
the society. A typical example:

Construction ol NAAS Training Genter
It

already has been mentioned above that one of the
biggest achievement has been to construct our own
training center and office building- The key to the success
to build a training center and office within 5 years of
establishment of the society has been:

1.

Individual contributions

From purchasing a tract of land to building a house,
all members have contributed in one way or another.
Personal donations were made in the form ofcash as
well as construction materials. The members took
responsibility on purchasing materials such as
cement, steel bars, bricks or better yet some even
provided free transportation services with their own

trucks. From small items to large quantity of
materials, the members brought them themselves. The

groups of engineers were on site most of the time
supervising the work.

2.

Future goals
1. SAFAAS T?rining & Information Center (STICK)

A

conceptual model of SAFAAS Training and
Information Center, Kathmandu (STICK) was
proposed and accepted during 5'h SAFAAS
Convention in Dhaka. This centsr at the regional level
minimizes the dependence on the resource centers of
AOTS and maximizes the collaborative effods of the

concerned alumni societies leading to increased
cooperation and friendship. The activities of this
center will be training and information dissemination
on specific topics related to business, management
and policies etc. Under the management of STICK, a
library will be constructed:

2. Japan Nepal

Business

Library

state of tle art library has been proposed to cater to
the business community. This library will house all
information required for the businesses regarding Japan
and Nepal.

A

Conclusion
Limited resources do not confine people to do less,
but to do more. Our lesson in last 12 years has been
that we were able to do what we did because our
members were dedicated and the individual efforts
made by each members counted and appreciated.
NAAS was not made by a single effort but a group
effort where all members made contribution to their
own capacity;

It was always a dream of NAAS members to have their
own place to work, gather and have meetings. It carries
a special meaning to all members especially the senior

NAAS is young and small compared to other alumni
societies. Sustainability of the society is not a
problem in priority because inventing new ideas and
building new resources has given a way to give new
direction to NAAS. Twelve years is a short period of
time, but even in this short time, NAAS has been
able to work and conduct various training programs
in IT and quality. It has been a difficult task, but we
have passed through each year without any financial
problems. Mobilization of limited resources in best
possible way and motivating the members so that
their commitment towards the society is greater than

members and the founder members, to those have seen
the birth and infancy of NAAS.

the contribution from the society to them are some
the main factors.

internal loan mobilization

Some interest free loans were taken intemally from the
members to be paid back over the period ofyears. Since

no grants were received for construction, this was
necessary to collect the total amount needed to
construction.

3.

Attainable objective
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Number of trainees from
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II

Number of Trainees in N

(participants fiom SAFAAS Country trained at Nepal)

(Nepalese trainee trained at SAFAAS Country)
(I.{epalese trainee trained at SAFAAS Country)
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Peace aid.

i'rnpeiity Through Friendship

and Inter-Regioial Cooperation

''..,',',(Sixth Conven'iian ofthe,AOTS Alumni Societies, 28-30 October 2002, Calombo, Srt Lanka)

rftre

delegates

ol the Sixth Convention ol

the AOTS

1. Evaluation ofAOTS Training Programs

I Alumni Societies offer their sincere lelicitations to
I AOTS fo, org*izing the Convention lor the first time
in the 2 1 " Century with the support of JASTECA in Sri

AOTS Training Programs have provided valuable
opporhrnities for the nationals ofdeveloping countries
to upgrade their skills through a wide range oftraining
programs held in Japan and overseas.

Lanka, where a dramatic peace process is underway.

Alumni Societies in close
cooperation with AOTS affirm their cooperation with
each other, to do their best to promote friendship and
accelerate cooperative activities through the human
resource development ofthe developing nations in order
to attain peace, prosperity and stability in the world.
The delegates place on record their sincere gratitude
and appreciation to the President and staff ofAOTS
Japan for their plaruring ald implementation ofthe Sixth
Convention in Colombo, Sri Lanka.

All

the members of the AOTS

The delegates recognize with gratitude the
tremendous contribution made by the Govemment of
Japan under the auspices of METI in providing
financial assistance and logistical support for the
development of human resources in developing
countries. The delegates offer their grateful thanks to
Japanese industrial circles for their contribution
through the provision oftraining opportunities under
the AOTS Training Programs.

!I

The delegates convey their grateful appreciation to the
President and staff of the JASTECA Secretariat for

hosting the Sixth Convention of the AOTS Alumni
Societies and for the resulting excellent arangements.
The delegates appreciate the contribution made by prof.
Tsuneo Yahagi in conducting a management seminar at
the Sixth Convention.
The delegates also place on record their appreciation and
sincere thanks to the Govemment of Sir Lanka for making
it possible to organize the Sixth Convention in Colombo,
Sri Lanka.
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Over 200,000 people have benefited from these
training programs and have disseminated their
knowledge and experience to a wider circle ofpeople
in local industry in their respective countries.
The delegates requestAOTS to further strengthen its
support to developing countries by way of human

resource development based on the needs of the
respective countries.
The delegates appreciate that AOTS has introduced
an evaluation system to objectively evaluate its
activities. The delegates fully supporl this direction,
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and offer intensive cooperation with AOTS so that
AOTS can evaluate the real needs ofhuman resource
development in the developing countries in order to
make the AOTS programs more and more meaningful
to both Japan and those countries.

2.

The Japanese Economy and Financing ofAOTS

4. New Areas of Collaborative Activities

The delegates express their strong interest in such
new areas of activity as distance training programs,
the Nihongo Test, compuler and management haining
and any other new programs. The need for recognition
by creating a suitable certification system was also
expressed.

The delegates understand that AOTS is facing
financial difficulties due to the drastic cuts in the ODA

5. Promotion of the

subsidy from the Japanese Govemment. However, the

(WNF) Program

delegates hope that such problems can be resolved
will continue to be a benefactor to
the developing countries. The delegates extend their
cooperation and share the responsibility with AOTS
to maximize the effective use of the resources.

The delegates evaluated the WNF program, which
have been implemented by making use of the pNF
Fmd, and express appreciation to the AOTS Alumni
Societies and related organizations that have helped
materialize such programs.

and AOTS Japan

3. Partnersbip
Alumni

Between AOTS and the AOTS
Societies

The AOTS Alumni Societies share with AOTS the
same mission of promoting friendship and mutual

economic development through international
cooperation in human resource development
activities. The basic aim of the AOTS Alumni
Societies it for its members to promote and
disseminate knowledge, sharing their talents and skills

to serve their community and not keeping them;fur.
their own exclusive benefit.

The delegates unanimously agree to follow the
guidelines of AOTS conceming its relationship with
the AOTS Alumni Societies through fair and
transparent administration according to the laws and
regulations of the respective countries.

The delegates regret that AOTS and many AOTS
Alumni Societies have suffered very much in the recent
paSt due to the participants' airfare issue. It was an
unhappy period in the history ofour cooperation, with
AOTS having to curtail the recruitrnent ofparticipants
for some time. However, sincere efforts have been made

to

overcome

this problem based on

the

recommendations of the Audit Committee of AOTS,
and the AOTS Alumni Societies have taken appropriate
steps to prevent such an event recurring.

The member countries that have reached the status
of developed nation are requested to participate in
our cooperative activities by way ofassisting the other
members. The delegates recommend that AOTS
devises flexible measures to develop collaborative
programs reflecting the level of development and
regional characteristics, independent of ODA.
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World Network of Friendship

The delegates expressed sincere appreciation to all who
have made generous contributions to the Frmd especially
Prof. Thkeshi Kawase and Mr. Nagaaki Yamamoto.

The delegates urge all the AOTS Alumni Societies to
share the noble objective of the WNF and actively
take part in the Program.

The delegates appreciate the role of the WNF
Management Committee, which consists of
representatives from the six Regional Federations.
They also express sincere gratitude to AOTS in
managing the WNF Found and implementing the
programs by establishing

a

WNF accormt independent

of AOTS and offering secretarial services for the
Program. The delegates expect AOTS to continue
offering the same services as the WNF Secretariat.
6. The AOTS

Alumni Societies

as COE

The delegates recommend the AOTS Alumni
Societies to evolve into Centers of Excellence and
cooperate with AOTS to promote human resource
development in their countries by integrating into their

membership all those who have received training
under various AOTS programs.
7. Communication

by IT

Each Alumni Society is encouraged to create its own
homepage to improve comrnunication.

The delegates of Convention highly appreciate the
offer from FAAAI (Federation of the AOTS Alumni
Associations oflndia) to hold the Seventh Convention
in New Delhi, supported by SAFAAS members, in
the year 2006. However, the final decision shall be

made by AOTS in consultation with the WNG
Management Committee.
July - 2003
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The 1 2th annual general meeting ofNepal AOTS Alumni
Society was held on27 Jluly 2002 inKathmandu at Hotel

Himalaya. This AGM also elected a 15-member new
executive board ofNAAS for the peiod,2002-2004.The
meeting started with the election formalities presided by
Mr. Sindhunath Pyakurel, President of Nepal Bar
Associafion and the designate Election Commissioner
and Honorary Life Member of NAAS in the presence of
Dr AKMM Hussain, General Manager, AOTS Dhaka
Office, NAAS members and representatives from NAAS
institution members. A new committee headed by
Ms. Amira Dali as President was unanimously elected.
The full list of the new team elected to take NAAS
forward is as follows.
Ms. Amira Dali

President

Suwal First Vice President
Khanal Second Mce President
Singh General Secretary
Mr. Mahesh Nakarmi Joint Secretary
Mr. Prakash R. S.
Mr. Kumar P
Mr. Ramesh M.

Mr. Binod M. Rajbhandari
Mr. Pradeep Manandhar
Mr. Ashok K. Aryal
Mr. Kiran N. Shakya
Mr. Brajesh Vaidya
Mr. Prakash R. Shrestha
Mr. Bhawani B. Joshi
Mr. Shanta B. Malla
Mr. Ballav B. Pradhanang
Mr Jyoti Tandukar
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Treasurer

Intemal Auditor
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

As is the practice at NAAS, the immediate past-President
Ramesh P Nepal was nominated as an advisor of the

Society. The other advisors of NAAS are Mr.
Purushottam Manandhar, Mr. Asoka M. S. Bania, Mr.
Madhusudan Bhattarai and Mr. Dinesh Chapagain.

After the election procedure, the AGM proceedings
commenced with a welcome address by the then lirst
Mce President Ms. Amira Dali and then an address by
the outgoing President Mr. Ramesh Nepal who made an
eamest appeal for the cooperation and active involvement

of all members and well wishers of NAAS to take the
Society to greater heights. The then General Secretary
Mr. Kumar Khanal presented the detailed report of NAAS
activities during the year 2O0l-2002, while Mr. Ramesh
M. Singh, Treasurer presented his financial report for
the same period. Dr Hussain addressed the gathering
and assured thatAOTS Dhaka Office would always help
NAAS in the years to come. The meeting concluded with
a vote ofthanks by Mr. Prakash Suwal, then Second Vice

President.
The AGM was followed by a lively dinner at the hotel
attended by the distinguished guest, His Excellency the
Ambassador of Japan, Mr. Zenji Kaminaga, two other
members of the Embassy of Japan, NAAS members,
representatives ofNAAS institutional members, Mr. Binod
Bahadur Shrestha, presiding President of FNCCI, heads
of various commodity associadons who have supported
NAAS programs, and NAAS members and family.
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fn pursuing the two areas of special focus of
INARS to take lhe society lorward in lhe

:

I hulnun l"arour..s development arena through
quality and I! the NACTC has been playing
an important role to promote computer related
education through its in-house training center.
The Basic Computer Literacy programs of
NACTC are quite popular among the 1oca1s and
five such 2-month courses have been conducted
during the year. These courses ale conducted
by the staff of NAAS itself. Alltogether 49

P

l

people have been trained including 25 female

participants.
Besides the Besic Computer Literacy Cource,

two courses titled "Advanced Course on
Computer Based Graphic Design" and "Web

Page Development" were also conducted
during the year. Altogether 18 people were
trained in these two courses. However, some
other courses proposed to be conducted with
extemal collaborators could not materialize due

to unavoidable reasons. NACTC hopes to
conduct more advanced courses in the coming
year.
The detail ofthe course conducted dwing 2002-2003 is given here.

Hours

Course

Duration

Basic Computer Literacy

July

2

Basic Computer Literacy

Aug. 14 - Oct. 24,2002

3

Basic Computer Literacy

Nov. 24, 2002

4

Basic Computer Literacy

5

Basic Computer Literacy

6

Advanced Course on
Computer-based Graphic Design

Sept. 4

7

Web Page Development

Aprrl2l
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2

l,

2002

No. ofTrainees
Total Male Female

100

12

5

7

100

5

3

2

100

5

2

J

Aprrl2l - hlJy 4, 2003
May4-Ju'ly4,2003

100

l5

8

7

100

12

6

6

Dec. 13, 2003

140

1l

10

1

-

100

7

4

3

Sept.

-

-

JuJy

Feb. 5, 2003

21,2003

f
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Binod Man Rajbhandari
Treasurer and WNF Coordinator, NAAS

lnception
f-S as a simple tool utilized lor enhancing producriviry
I in an amicable and pleasanr environment is being
J applied the \ orld o\er. both knowingll and
unklowingly, the fundamentals of the popular concept.
The term 5-S is coined from the first letters of five
meaningful Japanese words Seiri, Seiton, Seiso,
Seiketsu and Shitsuke. A close interpretation of these
words in English (by maintaining the same first letter)
would be Soft out, Systematize; Sweep, Standardize and
Self-discipline. Nepal AOTS Alumni Society Q.{AAS)
has coined 5 'Sa' to convey the same meaning and

of the Japanese words in Nepali language as
summarized in the following table. NAAS has been
essence

promoting the concept of 5-S in almost all its technical
and management training programs in Nepal.
Table : 5-S in Japanese, English and Nepali
5-S in
5-S in English
Japanese

5 '.Ta' in Nepali

5-S Heritage in Nepal
It is found that the Nepalese trainers of 5-S summon
up the importance of their traditional cultural heritage
prevailed in this aspect. Many countries in the oastem
hemisphere have resembling traditional culture that
has elements of 5-S deeply embedded in it. In Nepal

it is a customary

their main doorstep, kitchen and the worship room
(Seiketsu). Finally they light incense sticks and oil
lamp (edible mustard oil lamp) and perform puja
(implore) while chanting holy hymns and scriptures
(Shitsuke). Only after completing these activities, the
routine life starts. Latet this process is repeated at the
working place whether it is the

Action

Sei

Sorting out

Sab

Seiton

Systematize

S amb

Seiso

Sweep

Sinina Pan Safa Rakhne

Seiketsu

Standardize

Sloia Karya Padhari Ap1n,ru ne Bring up to date, checklist

Shitsuke

Self-discipline Sobhabh Ramro Basalne

ai

S am an haru

axdhit

Th

Kelaune

Throw unused

auna Rakhne

chore to sweep inside the entire

house at dawn, (Seiso). While doing this, the things
that lay scattered in the previous day is sorted out and
unwanted things thrown into the garbage box (Seiri)
while the rest are placed in the appropriate places
(Seiton). By the time the sun peeps out to spread its
red morning rays, people will be smearing the floor at

Arrange priority wise, label
Clean every part

shop, office and or the factory. Thus,

5-S had been implemented for ages
and is very much a part of Nepalese
cultural heritage.

Dogmas

Be humble and class behave

Many rituals are established on the

A lot of fundamental sharing of knowledge about

5-S

has been taking place. 5-S is not merely to sort out and

throw unused materials or to clean, standardize and
develop self-discipline. lt is a unique tool to implant the
concept of teamwork, wave off discrimination and
superiority complexes, establish love and sympathy
among members of the organization with esteemed selfdiscipline and presentable culture. To be more precise,

it is a simple way of getting dd of the "I"
sublimate ego.
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ness and

basis of landscape and climate. Normally, festivals are
observed to match the setting of people's living style,
food habit and season ofthat particular place. In many
cases, some of it is a self-regulated phenomenon - like
following what has been tagged on since ages. people
have snong beliefs in the self-set heritage in such a way
that they never consider it necessary to review it; and
they just follow it perpetually. However, the reason
behind such prevailing dogma among the people is to
attain something concrete wealth, knowledge and so
on. It is believed that the Goddess of Wealth (Laxmi)

enters into places that are neat and clean. Similarly,
July - 2003

love and care is reciprocated. The chances of
causalities in the years to come will be forbidden
or minimized. It is the day for participation of
the entire family in Serio and Seiketsu. Dinil4
together and other cultural recreation follows at
the end of the day.

Goddess ofWisdom (Saraswati) pays visit to tidy places

only. Such prevailing strong beliefs have motivated
Nepalese people to implement 5-S for ages unaware its
fundamentals concepts.

Gulture
Cultural rituals have been designed to shore up those
dogmas. In the context to the semblance to 5-S in Nepal,
tlree special days are widely observed every year amidst
great expectancy and joy.

t)

b)

Bishwokarma Puja - ll falls on the eighth day
before full moon day some time around midSeptember. On this particular day, all the staff
and workers of factories and workshops
assemble to perform puja ot rll'a,ss worshipping
of Bishwokarma, the god of creativity and skill.
They sort out dumped/stored scraps of finished
and unfinished goods in the factory unused and
replaced old machines parts and accessories etc.
Things not used during the past year and those
that are not likely to be used in the near future
are separated and disposed. The remaining
useful things are arranged in priolity of their
use - things of frequent use are kept in most
easily accessible places while others are placed
in further comers. If necessary, they are labeled
accordingly. It is the day for the participation
by the entire family in Seri and, Seiton. At the
end of the day, all feast together and enjoy
cultural recreation.

- It falls on the eighth day of lunar
calendar after no moon, normally in mid
Thapan Puja

October. On this particular day too, all staff and
workers gather to clean their office gadgets,
machines tools etc. It is a day to update those

things in an orderly manner. Later they will
perform pzja to worship goddess Durga, the
goddess of good against evil. Actually, it is the
day to express our gratitude to the machines,
tools, implements etc. and seek forgiveness in
case those tools and machines have been
mercilessly used in the past. It also, symbolizes
their love and affection towards those things.
There is a strong belief that the amount of our
July - 2003
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Laxmi Puja - This auspicious day falls on the no
moon day normally in fnst week of November. In
the evening ofthis particular day, all the staff and
workers assemble to clean up tle entire working
place. Doors and windows are painted and
decorated with garlands. It is a celebration to ward
away the darkness by the illumination of the oil
lamps or candles placed at every door and window
in the workplace. It symbolizes, the light of good
deeds overcoming ignorance. It is the festival of
light to welcome Laxmi, the goddess of wealth
and prosperity. It is believed that she prefers to
dwell in neat, tidy, and well-illuminated places
inhabited by people with clean and clear minds.
Everybody's minds will be filled with enthusiasm
with geat hope for her esteemed footsteps in the
premises that would lead them to prosperity in the
year ahead. It is the day for entire family
participation in Shitus ke.

Mental advantage
The ultimate goal of performing any activity is
acquire the desired reward, which becomes a means
of satisfaction and, finally, peace and prosperity.
Peace prevails in tranquil mind. Mind becomes
tranquil when there is nothing that impulses the mind
to be disturbed by unfavorable environment around it.
The mind remains calm when the surrounding is neat
and tidy, when everything is kept orderly and when
there is no object or subject for the distraction of the
mind. The state of clean mind is just like clean board
or a new sheet of plain paper where one can start
writing afresh. An ideal working place is one that
prepares us to be mentally and physically ready for
work. In such an environment, we find all the
necessary things within no time, without much effort
and without having to remember where a particular
thing is kept. Therefore, such a state not only saves
time and lowers the stress on our brains but also fl1ls
us with enthusiasm to work further at ease.
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Summing up

But on the contrary implementation of 5-S has helped
in:

When a training program succeeds in bringing about
attitudinal changes among trainees, the program must be
considered fruitful. A cursory firm-level post-training
survey of trainees that have undertaken training under
NAAS or AOTS reveals that almost all of them had
implemented 5-S in sequential order, and they happily
stated that they had forgotten to utter the following

o
.

improving profit

.
.
.

statements:

o
.
.
.

Saving time and useless effort
Reducing wastages, increasing productivity and
Lessening tension, contributing to mental health
Creating presentable environment in workplace

Enhancing cheerful mood and morale of the
workers

o.

It was hardly a ten-minute job, but I have been
searching for the appropriate tool for the last
forty minutes.
Since I did not find the appropriate too1, I tried
with a similar one. This is now broken and needs
to be mended.

Oh! It is a hell of a jo-b to find that particular
document among this messy stack of files.

I never get what I need when I need it.

Promoting better understanding betvyeen
workers and management and mutual respect for
each other

Therefore, implementation of5-S brings about a
mental revolution - the ideal state of mind healthy
enough to take further challenges.
(Adaptedfrom the presentation made by Mr Rajbhandari
in lhe International Convention on 5-S in Colombo, Sri
Lanka in October 2002)

(W. waL a
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l3t[Annual General llleeting of
Nepal AOIS Numnt Sodery
(NAAS)

Itot t
Nepal Matorial Handling Engineering Works
Gaindakot-2, Nawalparasi, Nepal
Tel:.056'52241
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Strategic Management

:

Manoj Bhattarai
Lite member, NAAS

f ong-term plans were r.ridely accepted by quite a
I number ofmanagers at the end ofthe 60s'. Howerer,
!their optimism on long-lerm plans was hit hard by

an organization has to take advantagp oJ..availab
opportunities minimizing the impact of.existillg 1!reats.

techlological change, increasing competition, economic
liberalization and many more such factors. These changes
compelled the managers to develop other alternatives to
analyze the environment, assess the strengths and
weaknesses of the organization and identify existing

Strategy Formulation

opportunities and threats. These integrated processes then
were recognized as a strategy. A strategy usually consists

of framing of goal/s and setting plans of action for the
achievement of goal/s. Strategic management may also

be understood as the process of formulating,
implementing and evaluating business strategies to
achieve organizational objectives. A more comprehensive

definition of strategic management is that it is a set of
managerial decisions and actions that determine the longterm performance of a corporation.

Strategic management proc€ss, therefore, involves
four broad steps as given below:

.
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An organization dealing with a single procluCr or iingls
line of activities could develop a single stiaffib'Nilan tq
cover all the activities. But many orgariizdfi'ods are
iniolved in diverse products or line of activities. Each
producl or line ofacl ir iries demands complerely differeni
strategy to address its specific needs. -Mdfebvdi: thesd
organizations also have direrse functional departments
lo suppon each segmenr ol rheir activitie3iAi '# r..ir'lt
strategies are required to address each level sgparately.
Therelore. in.general. strategies are lormulated at three
levels Corporate level, Business level and Functional
Ier el.

a)

Corporate level strategy

Analyze the opportunities and threats or
constraints that exist in the extemal environment.

' Formulate strategies that match

the

organization's strengths and weaknesses with the
environmental threats and opporhrnities.

.
.

Implement the strategies.
Evaluate and control activities to ensure that the
organizational goavs are achieved.

The strategic management process begins with the
scanning of extemal and intemal environment and ends
with monitoring the activities of the organizations. All
organizations, whether big or small, are dependent on the
extemal and intemal environment. In order to detemine
the trends and projection of factors affecting the forhrne
ofthe organization, it is necessary to scan the environment.

Scanning should focus on the task environment with
sumcient considerations to other elements. Scanning is
necessary to identify threats and opporh.rnities prevailing
in the envirorunent. In the course offormulating strategies,
July - 2003
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permits the business to grow and potentiality of
market and profitability exists.
Stability sfiateg: This is a strategy of remaining at
the level where you are and how you are. When the
management views the performance of the business
at a satisfactory level and the environrnent appears
to be stable with no possibility ofchange, it should
remain stable or adopt stability strategy.
Retrenchment struleg,: This strategy is utilized for
down sizing the business eitler by reducing the level

of operation or by diversity. Such strategy is

firnctional area cannot be viewed in isolation. Rather,
the extent to which all functional strategies are
integrated determines the effectiveness ofthe unit's

business strategy. This level of strateg5r seeks to
answer the question: How do we support the business
level strategy? This strategy basically focuses on the
activities to mobilize manufacturing, marketing,
human resources, research and development and
finance etc. These strategies should be able to
support business level stratery.

The Sfua@ic Managenrent Procrss

normally applied when the economy is in or around
depression. The management applying this strategy

Strategic management process consists ofeight steps that

till few years ago. However,
recent times, this is being accepted as a

encompass shategic planning, implementation and
evaluation in its various stages of activities.

was considered a failure

in

progressive strategy for the success.

Identify the organization's current mission,

b) Business level strategy
Every unit ol the business or activity in an
organization will be responsible for the business
level strategy. This strategy seeks to answer the
question: How should we compete in each of our
business? The business level strategy of an
organization with only one line of business or
product will be the same as its corporate level
strategy. But organizations with multiple lines of
businesses or products will have different strategies
for each of them. Each division will define the
products and services to offer, the customers to reach
and so on. When an organization is in a number of
different businesses, plaruring could be facilitated
through tle creation of a Strategic Business Unit or
SBU. An SBU represents a single business/product
or group of related businesses/products, and each
SBU has its own unique mission, competitors and
stmtegy.

c) Functional level strategy

All

business units have different departments to

support their individual business goals. Functional
level strategies identiff the basic course of action

objectives and strategies
Every organization should have a specific mission
to justi! its presenee in the business. Management
has to determine the scope of its products or services

to define the mission. The mission component has
to focus on the products or services along with other
factors to define the objectives and strategies ofthe
organiz-ation.

ii) Analyze the environment

,

External environment is a primary constraint on the
decision or choice of strategy for every manager.
Analysis ofenvironment, therefore, is a crucial step
in the strategy process. The formulation or choice

of any strategy is largely dependent on the
environment, and no strategy can be efFective
extemal environment does not support it.

ifthe

iii) Identify the opportunities and threats
After the analysis ofenvironmen! the management
has to identifi and assess the opporhnities available
for the benefit of the business and the threats the
business is bound to face. The environment is
considered as positive in respect of opportunities
and negative in relation to tbreats.

of each of the departments. The functions of all

iv) Analyze the organization's resources
Resources could be defined in terms of capital,

departments are intenelated, and thus their activities

manpower and technology. Resources are always

of

at constraint, and no management can claim

one department changes the course of all other
departments. Therefore, the strategy of one

sufficient or exc€ss level of resources- Therefore,
management should carefully analyze and assess

are meshed with each other. Change in acfivity

Talim - 28
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the level of required resources before adopting

components and framing ofthe process to maximize
the benefits out of the oppodunities and strengths

a

strategy.

v) Identify strengths and weaknesses
Strengths and weaknesses of the business
organization are also tied up with the availability of
resources for the organization. Ifthe organization is
well off in terms of required resources, it is
considered as strength, and short of tesources as
weakness. The management has to identify the
strengths and weaknesses and should exploit the

and to minimize the effects

The management has to develop and evaluate various

and

vii) Implement strategies
The final process of strategic management is
implementation of the strategy itself. The
management must be quite alert in the
implementation of the strategy formulated The
strategic management process wili prove to be futile
if not implemented properlY.

strengths and minimize the weaknesses.

vi) Formulate strategies

of threats

weaknesses,

r

iii) Evaluate results
Evaluation is the measuring rod for all plans and

strategic alternatives and then select the best-fit

programs. The evaluation gives information

alternative that complies with every level of
activities. The formulation of sttategy therefore,
comprises of analysis and assessment of all the

regarding the deviation, adjustmerlts, effectiveness
and effrciency in the fonltulation and implementation
of shategy adopted by the management.
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Japanese Style Management
Kishore Bhakta Mathema,
Manager, Harisiddhi Brick andTile Factory

f

fsual Motivation or VM is a method to motivate

\/workers to uork by visually appealing to their minds
I and emotions. The philosophy behind this is to
improve one's working environment to make a better

working area where every worker can work comfortably

without the risk of any accidents or injuries. Such
workplace provides a safe and comfortable working
environment which helps to improve their productivity.
Since pre-war days, "3S Campaign" was quite popular in
Iapan,viz. Seiri (house keeping), Sellon (orderliness) and
Serso (constant cleaning). The "3S campaign" was popular
till early 1970s. It later developed into the "4S Campaign"

including another

'S'

for Seiketsu (cleanliness) around

1975, and then into the "5 S Campaign" with Sftllsafte (self-

discipline) around 1980. Presently, many Japanese
companies are into 63, the additional 'S' for Shikkari (no
compromise). The campaign has continued to develop
thereafter with the number of "S-words" varied by the
discretion ofeach company. It has been called, from time

to time, as "65 Campaign", "7S Campaign" or "8S
Campaign" etc., according to the number of "S-words"
included. However, the "5S Campaign" is the most
commonly used by the companies in Japan.

Concept of the VM method
The basic coniept of visual motivation dwells on the
premise that every worker wishes to improve his or her
working environment. To improve one's working
environment is to make a better work area where every
worker can work comforlably without the risk ofaccidents
or injuries. An accident-free and injury-free workplace
provides a safer and comfortable working environment
for the workers and reduces absenteeism and improves
productivif. At present, no workers in Japan are motivated
to work without being insured against accidents in a
dangerous workplace where there is a risk of injury

While introducing new technology or mechanical
equipment may be an effective way to increase
productivity, priority is given to make the workers willing
to work. A company offering high wages cannot athact
applicants forjob if the workplace is known to be dirty
July - 2003

and accident-prone. A company having a clean and safe
office or plant can acquire many capable employees.

The VM method is a way to improve the work and the
working environment by the workers themselves, through
discussions on creating an accident-free and injury-free
workplace, where everybody is happy to work in. [t is a
simple and low cost method, which could be introduced
in our companies right away. Workers have to be given
proper orientation and properly motivated to implement
the VM method.

Problems are identified and to solved by using visual
means like photographs or videos instead of using
complicated statistical theories and calculations. Only
easily identified problems are handled in this method.
When some improvements or changes are made in a
workplace, the changes are clearly indicated with paint
or, ifappropriate, by numbering the machines or switches.
The changes are identified so that even unaccustomed
workers can hnd them easily and can be understood. Thus
we can say that the \M method is away to solve problems
for everybody by clearly indicating the improved points.

The process of Visual Motivation method
Taking photographs

+
Finding points to be improved by reviewir
the photographs

+
lmproving the suggested points

I,
vl

Evaluating the improvements

1 Taking photographs
Normally, the leader in the workplace is in charge of
taking photographs. The places to be photographed
are areas that are "dangerous", "dirty" or "useless"
places. In principle, one should not take photographs
of the workers.
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Dangerous places may be identified as those places
where workers often fall or slip, where something
often falls from overhead, where hhnds/fingers are
often pinched by something, where workers get an
electric shock, etc.

Dirty places are places where there is rubbish, where
there are oil stains, or where there are thrown-away
cigarette butts.

e1c.

Useless places where there is a possibility of
streamlining the operations by reducing the number
of times of the process, i.e., omitting one of the two
repeated works; by reducing the number ofworkers
by utilizing a machine, i.e., from five to three or four
persons; and where there is a lot of physical labor
required for the job, etc.
2. Reviewing the photographs

After taking the photographs, comments should be
made on them. These comments may not be either
punitive or presumptuous. Rather, witty and
humorous comments are preferable. It is impoftant
that all the workers belonging to the workplace
should review the photographs. They should meet to

discuss how to improve the dangerous, dirty, or
useless places seen in the photographs.
3. Improving the suggested points
Easy to improve points shall be improved first, i.e.,

by painting, cleaning, attaching nameplates, or
numbering each machine, etc. Many Japanese
companies have begun painting the walkway green.
Nameplates and number plates for the machines may
be made by cutting out stickers or using a labeling
word processor Suggested improvements requiring
high technical education or professional knowledge

should be left untouched. It is necessary to list
. separately such places to be improved.
4. Evaluation
The top management or the plant manager should
praise the workers for the results achieved. Avoid
criticizing when the skills ofpainting or making the
nameplates are poor. Rather, encourage the worker
in-charge by giving them appropriate advice to
perform better.

A prize ofcash or in kind is often awarded upon each'

improvement to the worker in-charge. An
improvement contest should be held once a year
Talim - 32

where improvements that contribute to
corporate profitability or a siglificant
which gains unanimous praise in the workplace, are
awarded even if the latter does not give rise to
imminent profit to the company.

Effect of the VM method
While the initial improvements may appear hardly
effective due to the lack of painting or labeling skills,
the applause or rewards in cash or in kind will motivate
the workers to devise a better workplace. This will bring
about an attitudinal change amongst the workers and will
encourage them to improve their workplace, whi;h will
ultimately bring the lollowing resulrsi

o A better working environment:

the workplace

becomes clean.

o

A

o

A safer operation ofa machine: the number oferrors
in operating a machine is reduced.

o

Quality improvements: Reduction of errors in

safer working environment: safety devices are
installed on the machines.

operating a machine leads to reduction of defective
products.

These effective outcomes

will

generate subsequent

beneflts to the company in terms ofreduction in the cost,
reduction of number of complaints received, increased
profitability, and reduction in absenteeism.

An example of Tokyo Wholesale Co. Ltd.
A sopbisncared dry cleaning company was visited
has successfully adopted VM method. We found the
workplace clean, safe and good working environment
the employees. We also found that the Company is using
very modem cleaning equipment like filling nitrogen to
prevent formation ofyellow stain in white wedding dresses
which is stored in nitrogen filled packet to preserve such a
dress of sentimental value for ages without any stain. As a
result, the wedding dress ofa mother can be wom by her
daugbter during rbe daughter's marriage.

The workers there have also designed the company,s
calendar with photographs of VM application in their
prime locations as well as indicating collection and
delivery schedule for various routes to facilitate the
customers. This is a remarkable example of workers
participation in various affairs of the company.
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lnformation Technology for Nepal
Vivek S. Rana
CEO, AAC lnc.

rf

he two-week programme 15-

llnformation Technology for

l8

March 2003; on
Nepal (NEITt was

have successfully deployed their IT systems for strategic

I

advantage. Perhaps most compelling to us were the
presentation and tales ofthe firms such as RS components

information technology in various application of

K.K. and Hakkai Crates Co Limited. The message
included frameworks of how Intemet and IT solutions

organized by AOTS Japan to assist Nepali businessmen
and technopreneurs acquire comprehensive knowledge of

IT for

effective and efficient management. The NEIT scholarship
progrzunme was awarded by the previous Japanese Prime

Minister Mori during his visit to Nepal in 2000 to
strengthen Nepalese human resources in Information
technology. NEIT programme was oriented around real
world cases of strategic development of Information
Technology, its application and ways to exploit IT to
leverage key dimensions of organizational performance
with a business led approach by demystifuing IT by
developing a common understanding of what should be
done, rather than what could be done with IT.

observations and leamings gathered during the two week
programme at YKC which comprised of excellent blend
of in house lectures, group exercises, discussions and

field visits to various Japanese business houses ranging
from manufacturing plants to IT outsourcing firms.
Furthermore in the later part I have endeavored to
summarize the essence of e-business and opportunities
for IT companies in Nepal.
1

participants selected for the two week intense

programme at YKC comprised of candidates from
various backgrounds from people who were involved in
IT trading and software development to network analysis,
systems administration, management consultants, and IT
education providers to users of IT. The group of these

29 individuals could therelore be labeled

as

heterogeneous in many ways with seemingly diverse
background. approach and th ink ing.

The programme was designed comprehensively to
educate and develop wider understanding

of IT for

competitive advantage by examining how Japanese firms
July - 2003

More than the lectures on IT management and
govemance, the field visits provided us with real time

learning as how IT was used in Japan as an asset
subsumed within the core business thinking and role of
IT in transformation of the business process. One key
observation to this was the development and use ofAGV
(automated Guided vehicles) by Fuji-Xerox Ebina plant
to increase productivif and operational excellence.

Field visit

This article is a mere reflection of some of the key

The NEIT-

brought competitive advantage to their business.

Fuji-Xerox Ebina Plant
One ofthe most advanced manufacturing facility in Japan
that was awarded the prestigious Deming prize in 1980.
The Ebina Plant 40 km south west ofTokyo is the largest

base of the Fuji-Xerox and its activities include the
development and production ofphotocopiers that supply
to Japanese and SE Asian markets. The plant assembled
about 25,000 units of copiers and printers every month.
It employs about 4,500 staffincluding 3,000 working in
Research & Development. It is also the cradle of new
technologies and knowledge products of Fuji-Xerox.
The plant utilizes a flexible and efiicient production line
with automatic guided vehicles (AGV) and a high level
recycling system. There are more than 12,000 AGV's
transporting raw materials and finished products around
the factory floors without human drivers and only guided
by aluminum tapes pasted on the floor. This enables the
factory to re-arrange the plant layout within 24 hours.

The plant implements "on-demand production" where
the customer's order is channeled directlv to Production
Talim - 33

who will then start production after the order is received.
Production is directly responsible for pla:ning & control
and ordering of parts. This arrangement will result in
ahnost zero inventory faster response and empowerment
given to the production people.

B:0jg

Toyota Motor Corporation Matomachi Plant

It was a stunning

r

experience to visit the world's third

tayer
Playq

Second

largest automobiles company that was renowned for

.

Fkst layer

Player

Ma*ets

inventing and implementing lean Toyota production
management systems which integrated methods such as

Kanban system (JIT), Kaizen philosophy, Poke Yoke
(Fool-proofing), Total Productive Maintenance (TPM)

Toyota Exhibition Hall displays how Toyota makes
automobiles with a vision for the next century,
especially when it comes to protecting the environment
and enhancing safety. The exhibits introduce
environment-related technologies such as the Toyota
Hybrid System (THS), electric vehicles (EV), and
Toyota's recycling technologies that focus on reducing
CO, emissions, along with active and passive safety
technologies such as the Toyota passive safety body
GOA, SRS airbags, antilock brake system (ABS), and
vehicle skid control (VSC).

Opportunities for Nepal in lnformation
Technology

The arrival of Internet has accelerated

the

commoditization of IT by providing a perfect delivery

channel for generic applications. More and more
companies will fulfill their IT requirements simply by
purchasing fee-based web services from third parties similar to the way they currently buy communication
services and electric power. Most of the major software
companies are trying to position themselves as IT
utilities, companies that will control the provision of a
diverse range of business applications.
1. Be a player in the game
Strategy researchers and practitioners have focused much
attention on the problem of getting and keeping market

share. For most firms, market share is the primarily
criterion for measuring the strength of a business's
strategic position. But what is the meaning ofthe ofthe
market share in market that barely exist
Talim - 34

?

Competition in IT for future is the competition for
opportunity share rather than market share. It is the
opportunity to maximize the share of future opportunities
a company could potentially access within a broad
opporhrnity arena. For Nepali IT companies it would be
exceptionally difficult to get access and directly penetrate
global markets. We should concentrate more on getting
work &om first layer players as our resources in many
instances limit us from reaching the global markets
directly. In this process ofbeing a second layer player we
would need to constantly keep our eye on the market,
analyze what the client needs and find the path in the value
chain as the second player where we could add value.

Adding value is critical for second layer players.

In Nepal, one can site several examples of firms who
attempted to become first layer players and could not
survive the competiiion and had to revert back to being
second layer player.

2.

Develop human resources

Peter Drucker insisted on the need to pay more attention

to knowledge work and the people doing such work.
Some 40 years later, perhaps in frustration, he threw
down the gauntlet to academics and practitioners alike
with the claim that, when it comes to our understanding
ofknowledge workers, 'we are in the year 2000 roughly
where we were in 1900 in terms of (understanding how
to improve) the productivity of the manual workers."
The value adding second layer model described above
will attract talents -knowledge workers. Once successful
businesses are established in country, good human
resource will follow and lend itself to the development
of core competencies and human networks required to
excel in the business. In the era of tough competition

July - 2003
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lTest Cowpliwents
ho*

lf,EH Gonsu Ita nrs
Iel

lPl lrd.

PO. Box 4036, Kathmandu, Nepal
+977-1-4494404, 4473296, Fax: +977-14491397
E-mail: meh@info.com.np

Consulting fields

Scope of

lnfrastructure and Natural Resources

Health and Community Development

Water Resources

Energy and Power

services

|
I
I
|
I
I

. Projdct ldentification and Fomulaaion .
a Preliminary Sludy :..,... i .l
o lnvestigation
.
. Feasibility Study
.
t Master Planning
.
r Conceptual to Detailed Designing a

Procurement and Logistics Management
Construction Management and Supervision
Quality Assurance
[4anagement of Operation & Maintenance
l\,lonitoring and Evaluation Study
lvlanagement ln{ormation Services

The uniqueness of

l\,4EH lies in its 47 shareholders, more than three-fourth being professionals, who have contributed
about 14 million rupees to establish the firm. We take pride in being professional fro the core and although established
only in October 1997, we are proud to have participated in a number of prestigious projects.
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Narayan G Halwai

Shyam S. Sharma

l\,4anaging Director

Dhector
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